PROMOTE YOUR SCHOLARSHIP
DigitalCommons@WayneState is an open-access electronic publishing tool that will help raise the profile and increase visibility of your research in Google and online. DC@WSU content is indexed by Google and Google Scholar, and allows you to track interest of your work with monthly readership reports.

PUBLISH AND ARCHIVE RESEARCH ONLINE
DigitalCommons@WayneState gives you a permanent space to archive and distribute your publications, presentations, data sets or any research/scholarly output that you generate at Wayne State.

RETAIN CONTROL OVER YOUR COPYRIGHT
DigitalCommons@WayneState doesn’t ask for your copyright, just for your permission to distribute freely. We’ll also work with you to help you protect your copyright on articles you publish in the future.

GET STARTED
To get started, all you have to do is email your CV to us at digitalcommons@wayne.edu. From there, we will consult with the publishers of your work to see what can be posted to DC@WSU. Contact us today to begin sharing your research!

digitalcommons.wayne.edu
5 STEPS TO DEPOSITING IN DC@WSU

Depositing research or scholarship to DigitalCommons@WayneState is as simple as sending an e-mail with an attachment, and takes only about five minutes.

1) Go to digitalcommons.wayne.edu
2) Create an account, or login if you already have one.
3) Click on “Submit Research” in the left menu, and locate your department, center or research unit.
4) Agree to the submission agreement, and proceed to fill out the submission form. Include the title of your research, authors, publication date and abstract, and upload your research in PDF or Word format.
5) Review your form and click “Submit.” Your submission will be reviewed and an e-mail will be sent to you when it has been published in the Digital Commons.

If you do not see your research unit, center or department, contact us at digitalcommons@wayne.edu and we’ll add it.

VIEW A WEBCAST OF HOW TO DEPOSIT IN DC@WSU AT:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5brVYPvgnw